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Part I
Last week & This week



Let’s look at one video



LAST WEEK’S LEARNING GOAL:
Who do you want your customers to become?

What they want?
What they need?

Leves of insight:
Rational. Emotional. Empathic.

What you can help them to become?

Interviewing 101.

THIS WEEK:
What valuable can we propose to our customers?



Shadow Lessons Learned? 

Getting people to talk to 
is not trivial!

How to break your own
prejudice.

The more I know,
the less I know.

Anything else?



THIS WEEK’S LEARNING GOAL:
What solution can we propose to our

end-customers?

How is it valuable to them?
How is it valuable to our client?

How does it differentiate?

NEXT WEEK:
No lecture. No specific task.

Yes your external coaches
(arrange the meeting yourself, please!)



Insight check within your team.
Everyone on-board?
Need to focus?
Need to get ”emotional”?



Needs + other key findings:
Insert photo of here

Name: 

Thinks and feels: Surprised us:

Needs + other key findings:
Insert photo of here

Name: 

Thinks and feels: Surprised us:

Needs + other key findings:
Insert photo of here

Name: 

Thinks and feels: Surprised us:

INSIGHT - deep understanding of the customer’s motivations that unlocks a business opportunity.



Be back 15:00.



Intros of the week!



Part II
Brainstorming.
GDS style ideation



Google Design Sprint Applied

Alone:
Take notes (10 min) 
Generate ideas (15 mins)
Brainstorm: Crazy 8s (8 min)
Finalize: Solution sketch (20 min)

10 min break (ca. 16:20-16:30)

With team:
Art Gallery 20 min
Speed Critique 15 min
Voting 5 min
Group reflection 5 min

15 min break, all together 17:15.



Objective:
Solution(ish)

Not individual ideas,
More of a journey.



A B

What service / concept takes your customer from A to B.

What helps them to become what they want?

Now
(obstacles stopping)

Goal
(who they become)



A B

What service / concept takes your customer from A to B.

What helps them to become what they want?

Now
(obstacles stopping)

(problems worth solving)

Goal
(who they become)

(job done, problem solved)

”A-haa moment”

”A-haa moment”

”A-haa moment”



Describe a service that 
combines your business goals with

what your customers want to become.

(alone, no group work)
1. Notes (10min)
2. Ideas (15 min)

3. Crazy 8s (5 min)
4. Solution sketch (20 min)

5. Art Gallery
6. Speed Critique

7. Voting



1. Notes (for yourself) 10 
min

• Surf around and look at the 
“miros”.

• Business Objective

• Customer Grouping & Insights

• Ideas from any inspiring services.

• Use the internet if you want



2. Ideas (for yourself)
15 min

• Doodles & drawings

• Diagrams

• Headlines & slogans

• Stick figures

• Flowcharts

• Whatever

• In the end, circle your favorite 
ideas!



3. Crazy 8s (for yourself)
8 min (60s / idea)

• Choose 1 or 2 of your favorite 
ideas.

• Fold an A4 four times.

• “What would be another good 
way to do this?”

• 8 ideas, 8 minutes.



4. Solution sketch 
(for everyone!)
20 min
• Three-panel story: before, during, 

after.

• Flowchart. Boxes & arrows…

• Make it thought-out, and 
understandable.

• Keep it self-explanatory.

• Keep it anonymous.

• Ugly is ok.

• Words matter!

• Give it a catchy title.



Then together with team



Art Gallery rules

1. Don’t talk
2. Look at the solution sketch

3. Mark a dot besides the parts you like.
4. Write questions/concerns on a sticky note 

next to it.
5. Move to next one.

4 x 5 minutes = 2 0 min



Speed critique
1. 3 minutes per idea!  
2. Creator is quiet 
3. Standout ideas are called out
4. Scribe writes standout ideas on sticky note.
5. Review questions / concerns.
6. Creator explains missed points.



1. One vote per person.
2. Remind yourself of the business objective.
3. 5 minutes.
4. Vote on solution or part of it.
5. When time is up, place your vote.
6. One minute per person to explain vote.



Talk over your results.

Are you converging on a single
hypothesis for an answer?

Take a break.

We continue in class 17:15.

…and you distill, sharpen and discuss
more during the week.



break

You are on your own
after 15:25.



Welcome back at 17:30



Value                           Proposition

34







Kids + Food + houseware = ??

• Kids need to 
be fed.

• Furniture & 
houseware
stores are 
boring for 
kids.

• IKEA is never 
nearby.

• Restaurants 
are 
expensive for 
families.



Value Proposition: 

“Kids eat free”
Decent food that kids also eat.

Fed kids are happy.
Free food is worth the trip.

Even cheaper than fast food.





You get fresh, hot pizza delivered to your door in 30 minutes 
or less – or it's free.





 has allowed the fi rm to focus on doing what it does well and 
reap the benefi ts of simplicity, standardization, and deep 
experience.

Defi ning the Advantage
Given that a sustainable competitive advantage is the es-
sence of strategy, it should be no surprise that advantage 
is the most critical aspect of a strategy statement. Clarity 
about what makes the fi rm distinctive is what most helps 
employees understand how they can contribute to successful 
execution of its strategy.

As mentioned above, the complete defi nition of a fi rm’s 
competitive advantage consists of two parts. The fi rst is a 
statement of the customer value proposition. Any strat-
egy statement that cannot explain why customers should 
buy your product or service is doomed to failure. A simple 
graphic that maps your value proposition against those of 
rivals can be an extremely easy and useful way of identifying 
what makes yours distinctive. (See the exhibit “Wal-Mart’s 
Value Proposition.”)

The second part of the statement of advantage captures 
the unique activities or the complex combination of activi-
ties allowing that fi rm alone to deliver the customer value 
proposition. This is where the strategy statement draws 
from Porter’s defi nition of strategy as making consistent 
choices about the confi guration of the fi rm’s activities. It is 
also where the activity-system map that Porter describes in 

“What Is Strategy?” comes into play.
As the exhibit “Edward Jones’s Activity-System Map” shows, 

the brokerage’s value proposition is to provide convenient, 
trusted, personal service and advice. What is most distinctive 
about Jones is that it has only one fi nancial adviser in an offi ce, 
which allows it to have more offi ces (10,000 nationally) than 
competitors do. Merrill Lynch has about 15,000 brokers but 
only 1,000 offi ces. To make it easy for its targeted customers 
to visit at their convenience – and to provide a relaxed, per-
sonable, nonthreatening environment – Jones puts its offi ces 
in strip malls and the retail districts of rural areas and sub-
urbs rather than high-rise buildings in the central business 
districts of big cities. These choices alone require Jones to 
differ radically from other brokerages in the confi guration of 
its activities. With no branch-offi ce management providing 
direction or support, each fi nancial adviser must be an en-
trepreneur who delights in running his or her own operation. 
Since such people are an exception in the industry, Jones has 
to bring all its own fi nancial advisers in from other indus-
tries or backgrounds and train them, at great expense. Until 
2007, when it switched to an internet-based service, the fi rm 
had to have its own satellite network to provide its widely 
dispersed offi ces with real-time quotes and allow them to 
execute trades. Because the company has 10,000 separate 
offi ces, its real estate and communication costs are about 
50% higher than the industry average. However, all those 

offi ces allow the fi nancial advisers who run them to deliver 
convenient, trusted, personal service and advice.

Other successful players in this industry also have distinc-
tive value propositions and unique confi gurations of activi-
ties to support them.

Merrill Lynch. During the fi ve-year tenure of former CEO 
Stan O’Neal, who retired in October 2007, Merrill Lynch 

Wal-Mart’s Value Proposition

Wal-Mart’s value proposition can be summed up as 
“everyday low prices for a broad range of goods that are 
always in stock in convenient geographic locations.” It 
is those aspects of the customer experience that the 
company overdelivers relative to competitors. Under-
performance on other dimensions, such as ambience 
and sales help, is a strategic choice that generates cost 
savings, which fuel the company’s price advantage.

If the local mom-and-pop hardware store has 
survived, it also has a value proposition: convenience, 
proprietors who have known you for years, free coffee 
and doughnuts on Saturday mornings, and so on.

Sears falls in the middle on many criteria. As a result, 
customers lack a lot of compelling reasons to shop 
there, which goes a long way toward explaining why the 
company is struggling to remain profi table.

Low prices

Selection across
categories

Rural convenience

Reliable prices

In-stock
merchandise

Merchandise quality

Suburban
convenience

Selection within
categories

Sales help

Ambience

Wal-MartSearsMom & pop
stores

Customer 
purchase criteria*

poor excellent

Delivery on criteria

Source: Jan Rivkin, Harvard Business School

* in approximate order of
 importance to Wal-Mart’s 
 target customer group
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I promise you value,
if you give me value back!

Ok, what valuable could
you give me?

Your thing

Potential
customer



If you give me money,
I’ll give you this smartphone app!

What!?
Stop wasting my time.

Bye-bye!



People don’t want a quarter-inch drill, they want a 
quarter-inch hole.” 

- Theodore Levitt 



Emotions, Feelings
Thoughts, Beliefs

Emotions, Feelings
Thoughts, Beliefs

Aspirations
Desires

Strategies
Visions







JOBS to be done
Feed my kids.
Buy houseware.
Not junk food.
Save money.

PAINS
Junk food is bad.
Restaurant is €€€!
Kids get bored in stores.
I need to drive by car.

GAINS
I don’t have to cook food.
Kids are happy and content.
I do something productive with kids.

GAIN CREATORS
Ready food.
Food that kids like.
Get to do some shopping.
Spend time productively.

PAIN RELIEVERS
Organic, decent food.
Free for kids!
Full stomachs make happy kids.
Get many things done in one place.



Who you 
will become!

Emotions, Feelings
Thoughts, Beliefs

Emotions, Feelings
Thoughts, Beliefs

Aspirations
Desires

Strategies
Visions



Your customers don’t want your client’s “thing”.

They want jobs done (rational),
feel good about it (emotional),
and in their terms (empathy).



Do the value proposition, 
not yet a fully implemented solution.



Concept Sheet
Distill a concept out of your idea

Concept name?

How does it work?

Value to the customer / end-user?Value to our business?

Rational value proposition:

END USER:

SOLUTION:

RATIONAL NEED:

What differentiates it from other 
solutions to the same problem?

How does your concept link back to the societal changes & impact?

How is the concept helping with the negative 
emotions related to the current situation?

How is the concept making the most out of the 
positive emotions in the current situation?

Emotional value proposition:

Make sure you know what are alternatives for the 
end-user? ”Doing nothing” is always an alternative.

END USER:

SOLUTION:

RATIONAL NEED:



Concept Sheet
Distill a concept out of your idea

Concept name?

How does it work?

Value to the customer / end-user?Value to our business?

Rational value proposition:

END USER:

SOLUTION:

RATIONAL NEED:

What differentiates it from other 
solutions to the same problem?

How does your concept link back to the societal changes & impact?

How is the concept helping with the negative 
emotions related to the current situation?

How is the concept making the most out of the 
positive emotions in the current situation?

Emotional value proposition:

Make sure you know what are alternatives for the 
end-user? ”Doing nothing” is always an alternative.

END USER:

SOLUTION:

RATIONAL NEED:

Kids eat free!

If you have IKEA family card (membership),
any kids under age of 12 eat free.

• Feed my kids.
• Buy houseware.
• Not junk food.
• Save money.

• Free.
• Decent food.
• I get houseware.

• Car trip L
• Far away L

• Family’s come to 
store.

• Positive feeling about 
brand.



Your three biggest risks this week

You think ”this is it!”
Your desire to get a solution makes you forget

how little you know about your end-customers after all.

Conformist or radical?
What does your client need and want? Something obvious but 

well thought, or something wild and well thought?

The engineer in you!
This week the value prop only. 
Not how the solution works.
Not the engineering part.




